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EXAMINATIONS RESEARCH

Investigation into whether z-scores are more reliable at
estimating missing marks than the current method
Peter Bird Operational Research Team, OCR 

Context

The awarding bodies in the UK use similar, but slightly different,

methodologies for assessing missing marks (i.e. marks for candidates who

are absent with good reason). In an attempt to standardise the process

across awarding bodies, a z-score method of estimating missing marks

(as used by other awarding bodies) was investigated to see if it was

better than the current proportional estimation method being used by

OCR. The proportional method requires the available marks for a

candidate to be used in calculating the missing mark, and therefore this

method is straightforward to apply operationally. Any new method would

also be constrained by what can be achieved operationally at what is

already a very busy time of year for processing. The aim of this article is

to compare the two methods for a sample of specifications, to highlight

any issues and differences in the accuracy of estimating marks. Further,

more in depth work, could then be undertaken if required.

Introduction

Two GCSE specifications and three A-level specifications were used to

investigate whether a z-score estimation method was better than the

current estimation method in use. The subjects were chosen because of

their very different characteristics. This study was designed to be an

exploration of the likely issues and problems from each method before a

more in-depth analysis was carried out.

The ‘current proportional method’, which has been in use for many

years, assumes that a candidate will perform equally well on the

unit/components that they are missing as they did on the

units/components for which they have marks. The ‘z-score method’

assumes that the relative position of a candidate’s mark in relation to all

other candidates taking the same unit/component stays the same for

both unit/components. In short: i) the existing method assumes the same

proportional score in relation to the maximum mark on the missing

component(s) as on the components taken; ii) the z-score method

assumes the missing mark lies the same number of standard deviations

from the mean on the missing component as on components taken.

Each method was compared by treating in turn all candidates as

having missing marks. Estimates were then calculated. This was repeated

for each unit/component within each specification.

At OCR, missing marks have been estimated for many years on the

assumption that a candidate performs equally well on the

unit/components for which we have marks for them, as they do on the

missing unit/component. The reliability of this method relies on

assuming there is a good correlation between the unit(s) being predicted

from and to, and that the distribution characteristics of each unit are

similar. This method does not take into account whether the marks

already achieved come from a distribution with the same distributional

characteristics as the one which is being estimated, that is, the obtained

mark may have come from a skewed distribution, such as a coursework

unit, or from a tiered paper, and the estimate may be required for a unit

which has a bell-shaped distribution.

The new proposed method of using z-scores is a method which takes

into account how well the candidate for which we are estimating a

missing mark has performed on other components in relation to all other

candidates taking the same unit/component. It effectively gives a higher

z-score to a candidate who has achieved a mark in the top end of the

mark distribution, and similarly a lower z-score to a candidate who

achieved a mark at the bottom end of the mark distribution. For a normal

distribution we would expect 68% of candidates to lie within the mean

+/- one standard deviation, and 95% of candidates to lie within the

mean +/- two standard deviations. A mark is transformed to a z-score by

subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation from the

distribution it comes from.

Example of applying both methods

Specification with three components. Candidate has component 3

missing.

Component Mark Achieved Max Mean* Std Dev* Calculated z-score

1 12 40 20 10 =(12-20)/10= -0.8

2 17 50 25 12.5 =(17-25)/12.5= -0.64

3 Missing 30 15 7.5

* assume bell shaped distributions

Current method to predict missing mark on component 3

= Marks gained on components 1 & 2 =12+17
——————————————————  x (Max mark on missing

(Max Mark on component 1 & 2 = 40+50         component 3 =30)

= (29/90) x 30 = 9.66 = rounded to 10 marks.

Z score method to predict missing mark on component 3

= [(combined z-score of component 1 & 2) x std dev of component 3]  

+ (mean of component 3)

= [(-0.71) x 7.5]+15=9.675  = rounded to 10 marks.

Where combined z-score component 1 & 2

= [z-score component 1 x (max component 1) / (max component 

1+2)) + 

[z-score component 2 x (max component 2) / (max component 

1+2))]

= [ (-0.8 x (40/(40+50))) + (-0.64 x (50/(40+50))) ] =  

(-0.35) + (-0.35) = -0.71
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By using bell shaped distributions for all components with the mean

set at half the maximum marks and the standard deviation set at half the

mean mark, the estimates for both methods came out very similar.

Effect of z-score process

To see the effect of the process, random data have been generated to

create an example of a typical written paper mark distribution with mean

50, standard deviation 15. These have then been converted to z-scores

(Figure 1 below).

A ceiling at a mark of 60 was introduced to create a skewed

distribution as might be seen in coursework mark distributions. This

produced a mean of 43.4 and standard deviation of 11 (below).

The effect of using coursework to predict a mark on the written paper

in the example above is that even if a candidate achieves the maximum

mark on coursework, they are effectively capped for their estimated 

mark on the written paper to about 70 out of 100 (because the

maximum z-score they can achieve is around +1.5).

The effect of using written papers to predict coursework in the

example above is that anyone achieving over approximately 70 marks on

the written paper will be estimated as achieving the maximum mark on

the coursework.

Combining units/components

Using a combination of different types of mark distribution is more likely

to produce less reliable mark estimates than estimating using similar

types of distribution. In order to combine z-scores from different

units/components to create one z-score, the individual z-scores are

weighted according to the relative weightings of each unit/component

to each other.

For example,

If a candidate’s marks produced z-scores of +1 and +1.5 on units with

weightings of 20% and 30% respectively, the combined z-score is 

[(+1 x 20)/(20+30)]+[(+1.5 x 30)/(20+30)]=(+0.4)+(+0.9)=+1.3.

Issues with cohorts used for estimating

Coursework marks may be used from a distribution which contains both

foundation and higher tier candidates so the mean and standard

deviations would not be truly representative of a particular tier cohort.

In a unitised scheme, you cannot guarantee the cohort from which an

estimate is obtained is the same as the original cohort for the missing

unit, particularly with early takers or re-sitters being included. For this

analysis it was assumed any mark estimates would be based on the

distribution of the missing unit within the same session as the

aggregation of unit results was requested.

The more the cohort used for prediction varies, the more you would

anticipate that the reliability of the estimation will decrease. In the

examples shown so far, these did not involve UMS marks. However, when

UMS marks are used for estimating other UMS marks we have to bear in

mind the marks have already been subjected to some ‘stretching and

squeezing’ across the mark ranges. Comparisons of the differences in 

z-scores were looked at between those derived from weighted raw marks

Figure 1: Effect of z-score process
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and those derived from UMS marks. These showed that for the majority

of candidates there are no differences, although the z-scores varied by

(+/-) 0.1 to 0.2 for approximately 10–25% of candidates.

For any readers who are unfamiliar with the concept of the Uniform

Mark Scale (UMS), an excellent explanation is found in Gray and Shaw

(2009).

To improve reliability of estimating for A-level you might want to look

only at the best marks from all units of the candidates who are

aggregating. Table 1 above outlines differences in the cohort used for

different specification types and where reliability issues may exist.

Comparison of different estimation methods

In order to compare different estimation methods, missing marks were

created where valid marks already existed for entire units/components,

this then allowed comparisons of the estimation accuracy of each

method. GCSE linear (tiered), GCSE unitised (untiered) and A/AS-level

specifications were used in analysis to look at any differences between

tiered/uncapped and UMS conversion specifications. To do this the

following assumptions were made:

● Only candidates with complete profiles of marks were included.

● Where options exist within units, the mark used to calculate the 

z-score is the final weighted mark.

● The z-score is calculated from the unit in the session from which it

counted towards aggregation.

● Estimation of unit UMS mark is based on using z-scores from the

unit UMS distribution of missing mark in June 2007 (i.e. aggregating

session).

● Where optional units exist, the estimation will be based on the

marks each candidate has achieved on the units taken.

● Missing AS units are only estimated on AS units.

● Missing A2 units are only estimated on A2 units.

● Very small entry units are excluded.

● Z-score calculations were calculated using data which are shown on

our exams processing system.

Estimating marks for candidates aggregating GCSE

Geography 1987 in June 2007

GCSE Geography 1987 was used to evaluate the effectiveness of each

estimation method as it contains a good mix of distribution types, a large

number of candidates and two tiers. Candidates take either Foundation

or Higher option and components as below:

Foundation: Component 1 (Foundation) + Component 3 (Foundation) +

Component 5 (coursework)

Higher: Component 2 (Higher) + Component 4 (Higher) + Component 5

(coursework)

Summary statistics for each component are shown in Table 2. The

foundation option papers are both skewed as candidates tend to 

get higher than half marks whereas the higher tier candidates’ marks 

are well dispersed on the written paper but skewed on the coursework.

The correlation between written papers is higher than between 

written paper and coursework which makes this a very ‘typical’

specification. The correlations between component 1 and 3 is +0.71;

Table 1: Examples of GCSE and A-level differences in cohort/prediction method

Specification type Predict z-scores from Map z-scores onto Cohort

GCSE Linear (non tiered) Weighted marks from Weighted Mark for missing component Exactly the same cohort used to predict from and to.
Component(s)

GCSE Linear (tiered) Written Component(s) from Weighted Mark for missing Component Exactly the same cohort used to predict from and to.
relevant tier and/or coursework Z-scores could be distorted if coursework tier breakdowns not available.

GCSE Unitised (tiered) Weighted unit marks for session UMS Mark for unit in aggregation Most likely not the same cohort used to predict from and to.
these were sat in session Z-scores could be distorted if coursework tier breakdowns not available.

GCSE Unitised (untiered) Weighted unit marks for UMS Mark for unit in aggregation Most likely not the same cohort used to predict from and to
session these were sat in session

GCSE Unitised (Linear) Weighted unit marks for session Weighted/UMS Mark for unit in Exactly the same cohort used to predict from and to.
these were sat in aggregation session Z-scores could be distorted if coursework tier breakdowns not available.

A/AS-level (missing AS unit) Weighted AS unit marks for UMS Mark for unit in aggregation Most likely not the same cohort used to predict from and to
session these were sat in. session

A-level (missing A2 unit) Weighted A2 unit marks for UMS Mark for unit in aggregation Most likely not the same cohort used to predict from and to.
session these were sat in session

Missing component within Weighted marks from Weighted Mark for missing component Exactly the same cohort used to predict from and to unit 
(GCSE or A-Level) Component(s)



between 2 and 4 is +0.59; and all remaining correlations are between

+0.4 to +0.46.

For each candidate, an estimation of each of their marks was

calculated in turn using the other available marks, that is, effectively

treating each candidate as having a missing mark. Component 01 was

then estimated from marks on components 03 and 05; component 02

was then estimated from marks on components 04 and 05, etc. This was

carried out for both the current estimation method and the z-scores

estimation method.

COMPONENT 01 (Foundation Written Paper)

The graphs in Graph 1 below show two box plots. The first plots the

differences between the estimated written marks on component 1 

(using the current estimation method based on component 3 [written

paper] and component 5 [coursework]) and the actual marks the

candidates achieved. The second shows the same estimation, but using 

a z-score methodology instead. The vertical axis shows the differences

(estimated-actual) and the horizontal axis shows the actual mark

achieved. A positive difference shows where the estimation process was

over-estimating the mark and a negative difference where it was under-

estimating the mark.

The edges of each box for each mark point show where the 25 and 

75 percentiles of candidates’ marks lie between and the horizontal line

within the box is the 50 percentile point. The lines extend to contain 

90% of candidates’ marks. A box plot of the differences between

estimating marks using the z-score method and the actual marks is shown

in Graph 2. Both Graph 1 and Graph 2 are very similar, thus both methods

produce very similar outcomes although the widths of the 25 and 75

percentiles are marginally smaller using the z-score estimation method.

Both box plots show that a candidate would most likely achieve a

higher estimated mark than they would have achieved if their actual

mark was below the mean mark and a lower estimated mark than they

would have achieved if their actual mark was above the mean mark. The

differences vary more in magnitude towards the upper end of the mark

range.

Using Linear Regression (as a possible method), it is possible to

effectively scale/transform the marks in such a manner that the variation

on any mark is minimised once all mark estimations have been

calculated. A box plot of the differences between estimating marks using

the z-score method and then applying a linear regression scaling and the

actual marks is shown in Graph 3.

A simple linear regression line was calculated from the differences in

Graph 2 treating ze010305diff as the dependent variable and fnmk01 as

the independent variable. All differences were then adjusted by

subtracting the outcome of this line of best fit for each actual mark.

Using this method, we would be around 90% confident that most

mark estimates are within a certain mark range. In this example, the

majority of estimates would lie within approximately 10 marks of their

actual mark. If this were to be applied to the current estimation method,

it would produce similar results.

A summary of the differences of the three methods estimation (est),

z-scores estimation (ze) and z-scores estimation followed by linear

regression scaling (zen) is shown in Table 3. For this ‘closed linear cohort’

the average z-score estimated difference is 0 marks as by definition

transforming to z-scores would do this. Comparisons of the 10, 25, 50, 75

and 90 percentile differences show that as each method is applied, the

size of the errors between estimated and actual marks generally decreases.
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Graph 1: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual mark

for component 01 (using current estimation rules)

Graph 2: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual mark

for component 01 (using Z-scores)

Table 2: Summary statistics for the weighted marks for GCSE Geography 1987

Component 01 02 03 04 05
(F=Found, H=Higher)

MEAN 48.32 49.49 33.09 32 24.5(F)/38.8(H)

STD 12.24 11.65 8.43 7.59 8.9(F)/7.7(H)

N 17271 20591 17271 20591 17271(F)/20591(H)

MAX 90 90 60 60 50

SKEW -0.50 0.0 -0.59 +0.1 -0.12(F)/-0.69(H)
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COMPONENT 02 (Higher Written Paper)

This process was repeated for estimating the marks on component 

02 using z-scores from the marks on component 4 (written) and 5

(coursework). A box plot of the differences between estimating marks

using the current method and the actual marks is shown in Graph 4 and

differences between estimating marks using the z-score method and the

actual marks is shown in Graph 5.

The current estimation process estimates more marks above their

actual marks, whereas the z-score method ensures approximately the

same number of mark estimates are above and below their actual marks.

In contrast to component 1, you do not see the ‘dipping’ of the plot

towards the end of the mark range so the size of the differences are more

proportional across the entire mark range.

This example shows how using marks from a coursework distribution

(which have a high mean in relation to the maximum mark) as part of

the prediction for a written paper (where the mean is closer to half the

maximum mark) will over-estimate the marks under the current

methodology.

Linear Regression was used to scale/transform the marks in such a

manner that expected variation on any mark was minimised once all

mark estimations have been calculated. A box plot of the differences

between estimating marks using the z-score method (and then applying

a linear regression scaling) and the actual marks is shown in Graph 6.

Using this method, we would be reasonably confident that the mark

estimate is within approximately 10 marks of their actual mark. If this

were to be applied to the current estimation method, it would produce

similar results.

A summary of the differences of the three methods estimation (est),

z-scores estimation (ze) and z-scores estimation followed by linear

regression scaling (zen) is shown in Table 4. Comparisons of the 10, 25,

50, 75 and 90 percentile differences show that as each method is applied,

the size of the errors between estimated and actual marks generally

decreases.

Graph 3: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual mark

for component 01. (Using linear regression to scale marks after z-score

estimation has taken place)
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Table 3: Summary of differences between estimated and actual marks for each

estimation method for Geography 1987/01

Percentile
——————————————————

method comp mean std 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

est 01 -1.2 9.9 -14 -8 -1 5 11

ze 01 -0.0 9.1 -12 -6 -0 6 12

zen 01 -0.0 7.5 -10 -5 -0 5 10

Graph 4: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual

mark for component 02. (Using current estimation rules)

Graph 5: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual mark

for component 02. (Using Z-scores)
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COMPONENTS 03, 04 and 05

For summary data of the differences seen for the remaining components

please contact the author.

In summary, it seems that for ‘closed cohort’ linear specifications,

z-scores would ensure the mean difference between the estimated and

actual mark is zero. Any deviations away from this would be balanced

positively and negatively. With the current estimation method we cannot

guarantee this unless we check using data from all candidates, and make

any necessary mark transformations to make this so.

Estimating written papers component 01 and 02 based on

written papers 03 and 04 only

It was interesting to try to estimate a written paper mark using only the

mark from the other written paper taken so the effect of not using

coursework marks for estimation could be seen. Table 5 shows the

differences from estimating component 01 from component 03 only, and

component 02 from component 04. Only some data are shown here.

This produced slightly better estimates as we might expect. In

particular, the mean difference dropped from +8.4 to -1.2 for component

2. In terms of the range of differences seen, component 1 had less large

differences at the top end of range and component 02 produced a more

even number of positive and negative differences, similar to those seen

with the z-scores method.

Table 5: Summary of differences between estimated and actual marks for each

estimation method for Geography 1987/01/02 (estimated from written paper

only)

Percentile
——————————————————

method comp mean std 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

est 01 1.6 9.4 -10 -5 2 8 14

ze 01 0.0 9.3 -12 -6 0 6 12

zen 01 0.0 8.6 -11 -6 0 6 11

Percentile
——————————————————

method comp mean std 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

est 02 -1.2 10.4 -14 -8 -1 6 12

ze 02 -0.0 10.5 -13 -7 -0 7 14

zen 02 -0.0 9.4 -12 -7 -0 6 12

A box plot of the differences between estimating marks using the current

method and the actual marks for component 01 using component 03

and then using components 03 and 05 are shown in Graphs 7 and 8

respectively below.

Estimation of marks on A-level Physics 7883 for those

candidates aggregating in June 2007

Overview

A-level Physics was used to evaluate the effectiveness of each estimation

method as it contains reasonable bell shaped distributions, a reasonable

number of candidates, and a range of unit types including compulsory/

optional and written/coursework or practical. Only A2 units were used for

estimation to minimise re-sit effects. 40% of candidates chose to take

unit 2824 in both January 2007 and June 2007, whereas less than 5%

and 1% did for units 2825 and 2826 respectively. The correlations

between units’ marks were also all fairly consistent at approximately

+0.7 to +0.8. The specification is made up of three AS units 2821–2823

and three A2 units 2824–2826.

Estimation of mark on unit 2824, ‘Forces, Fields and Energy’

Box plots of the differences between estimating marks using the 

current method and the actual marks for unit 2824 are shown in 

Graphs 9 and 10 respectively. This unit is estimated using unit 2825

‘Options in Physics’ which gives candidates five choices in paper topic

and unit 2826 ‘Unifying concepts’ which includes either coursework or

practical. In this example, the z-scores method underestimates the 

actual mark and is prone to slightly more error in estimates across the

mark range.

Adjusting for the slope of the differences (zen) makes very little

difference to the reliability of the estimated marks calculated using 

the current estimated method (est); this is shown in Table 6.

Please note that the mean of the differences using the z-scores

method is not zero. This seems be an effect of not using a ‘closed 

cohort’, that is, z-scores might be pulled from more than one session,

where other candidates not aggregating exist and previous attempted

marks exist, and these are mapped onto the final aggregation session 

unit distribution which again may include candidates not aggregating.
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Graph 6: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual mark

for component 02. (Using linear regression to scale marks after z-score

estimation has taken place)
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Table 4: Summary of differences between estimated and actual marks for each

estimation method for Geography 1987/02

Percentile
——————————————————

method comp mean std 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

est 02 8.4 9.7 -4 -2 8 15 21

ze 02 0.0 9.4 -12 -6 0 6 12

zen 02 0.0 7.6 -10 -5 0 5 10



Table 6: Summary of differences between estimated and actual marks for each

estimation method for unit 2824

Percentile
——————————————————

method comp mean std 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

est 2824 -0.28 10.13 -12 -7 -0 7 13

ze 2824 -4.95 10.48 -18 -12 -5 2 9

zen 2824 -0.01 9.71 -12 -6 -0 7 12

Estimation of mark on unit 2825, Options in Physics

Box plots of the differences between estimating marks using the current

estimation method and the actual marks for unit 2825 are shown in

Graphs 11 and 12 respectively. Unit 2825 is estimated using unit 2824

and 2826.

For this unit, the z-scores method is vastly better at estimating the

marks than the current estimation method as on average it is only over

estimating by 2 rather than 4 marks as shown in Table 7.
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Graph 7: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual

mark for component 01 (Using current estimation rules using component 03

only to estimate from)

Graph 9: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual mark

for unit 2824. (Using current estimation rules)

Graph 8: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual mark

for component 01 (Using current estimation rules using components 03 and 05

to estimate from)

Graph 10: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual

mark for unit 2824. (Using Z-scores)
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Table 7: Summary of differences between estimated and actual marks for each

estimation method for unit 2825

Percentile
——————————————————

method comp mean std 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

est 2825 -3.19 10.56 -10 -4 3 10 17

ze 2825 -1.92 5.74 -5 -2 1 6 10

zen 2825 -0.02 5.40 -7 -4 0 4 7

Estimation of mark on unit 2826 ‘Unifying concepts in

Physics’

Box plots of the differences between estimating marks using the current

method and the actual marks for unit 2825 are shown in Graphs 13 and

14 respectively. Unit 2826 is estimated using units 2824 and 2825. For

unit 2826, the estimation of the marks using both methods varies more

considerably than the previous units across the entire mark range, as we

might expect, as this contains some centre assessed work (Table 8).
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Graph 11: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual

mark for unit 2825 (Using current estimation rules)

Graph 12: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual

mark for unit 2825 (Using Z-scores)
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Graph 13: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual

mark for unit 2826 (Using current estimation rules)

Graph 14: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual

mark for unit 2826 (Using Z-scores)
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The z-scores method tends to be more reliable at estimating at the top

end of mark range but over-estimates at the bottom end. For this unit,

the z-scores method looks more reliable.

Table 8: Summary of differences between estimated and actual marks for each

estimation method for unit 2826

Percentile
——————————————————

method comp mean std 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

est 2826 -4.07 14.70 -24 -14 -3 6 14

ze 2826 -2.72 12.35 -13 -5 -2 11 18

zen 2826 -0.01 11.47 -15 -7 -0 8 14

From the Physics units, it seems that estimating coursework from

written papers is always going to be more prone to error as some

candidates prefer written papers to coursework. It also seems that

estimating based on an optional paper (unit 2825) produces slightly less

accurate estimates than those based on a compulsory paper (unit 2824).

A compulsory paper is a measure of the candidates’ abilities compared

to each other whereas the relative positioning of candidates for a paper

which has been chosen may allow more variation, particularly in the

smaller entry option papers. The re-sitting of unit 2824 most likely allows

any candidates who were not in their correct relative position the first

time they sat the unit to improve their z-score for this unit.

A-level French 7861 and AS Business Studies 3811

Units in A-level French 7861 and AS Business Studies 3811 were also

estimated. Please contact the author for summary statistics. In French,

the estimates were mixed as each unit is testing very different traits,

speaking, listening, reading and writing. For some units the current

estimation method was better, in others the z-scores method was better,

but it seems estimating from distributions with high mean marks in

relation to the max mark to distributions with mean marks closer to the

half the max marks tends to over-estimate, and vice-versa. In Business

Studies the estimates for both methods were very similar for all AS units.

GCSE Religious Studies 1030 (Short course)

Overview

GCSE Religious Studies (short course) contains ten papers/units

2391–2400. Each candidate must take two of these units. There are no

tiers, no capping, and each paper produces similar looking distributions

with correlations between marks of +0.7 and +0.8 for those candidates

aggregating. Estimation of units will therefore be dependent on paper

choice.

Unit 2392 – ‘Christian Perspectives’

Box plots of the differences between estimating marks using the current

method and the actual marks for unit 2392 are shown in Graphs 15 and

16 respectively, in these graphs the marks are estimated using unit 2394.

The graphs show that the estimation of the marks using the current

estimation method is very close to those estimated by the z-score

method.The summary statistics for estimating all marks on this unit using

the corresponding unit which was taken are shown in Table 9. In this unit,

both the current and z-score methods on average underestimated the

marks by around 2 marks.Very similar summaries of differences are found

on all units in this specification.

Table 9: Summary of differences between estimated and actual marks for

each estimation method for unit 2392 (estimated from other available

unit)

Percentile
——————————————————

method comp mean std 10% 25% 50% 75% 90%

est 2392 -2.27 5.67 -9 -6 -2 1 5

ze 2392 -2.25 5.64 -9 -6 -2 2 5

zen 2392 0.00 5.50 -7 -4 0 4 7
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Graph 15: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual

mark for unit 2392 (Using current estimation rules)

Graph 16: Plot of the differences between (estimated–actual) against actual

mark for unit 2392 (Using Z-scores)



Conclusion

There is no perfect system when it comes to estimating marks, as

candidates perform differently on different units/components. The

current estimation process and the z-scores method both rely on the

correlation between units/components being as close to one another as

possible, but in practice this is never met. The z-scores method does take

into account the relative positioning of candidates in respect to other

candidates but it is also affected by different shaped distributions and

estimates can be artificially capped. It does, however, try to address the

over-inflating of written paper marks where a skewed coursework

distribution is used to estimate these.

On linear specifications, z-scores would ensure the mean difference

between the estimated and actual mark is zero and thus the direction of

any errors in estimating marks would be balanced both positively and

negatively across the mark range. This cannot be guaranteed with the

current estimation method. However, for unitised schemes (which are

continuing to increase in number) it is less clear, as in some cases the

estimates were very similar; in some cases better and in some cases

worse. This is very much dependant on the types of units, correlations

between units marks and distribution types.

Unitised schemes by their nature allow candidates to take units

throughout the course of study; allow more unit choice; and include a

larger number of types of units. Part of the benefit of using z-scores is

that it is able to put a measure on the relative position of how well one

candidate does in respect to another taking the same paper. However,

this benefit becomes less apparent when the candidates taking any one

unit are not the same as those taking another unit.

Both methods suffer from different amounts of over-estimating

candidates’ marks at the lower end of the mark range and under-

estimating candidates’ marks at the top end of mark range. The z-score

method would not always work in all cases, as it would require a

minimum number of candidates entered on a particular unit/component

to produce sensible z-scores.

A method to improve on the estimations by effectively applying

statistically determined scaling adjustments on the marks to counter the

effect of under/over-estimating of marks was suggested. To create these

scaling adjustments regression analysis was used. Regression analysis can

in its own right estimate marks as it takes into account the correlation

between the unit marks. The downside of using this method is that it

would require the majority of marks to be available before any

estimation of missing marks could take place. Its biggest downfall would

most likely be the set-up and processing time required on our exams

processing system. Further work using regression analysis to estimate

marks is planned.

Overall, it seems both the current method and the proposed z-score

method produce similar outcomes for unitised schemes. Most of the new

GCSE specifications will be unitised, not linear. Therefore, the benefits of

changing the current estimation method do not appear to be that great,

and brings into question the amount of effort required to bring in a new

method which will make no significant improvement on the current

method.
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‘Happy birthday to you’; but not if it’s summertime
Tim Oates Assessment Research & Development, Dr Elizabeth Sykes Independent Consultant in Cognitive Assessment,

Dr Joanne Emery, John F. Bell and Dr Carmen Vidal Rodeiro Research Division

For years, evidence of a birthdate effect has stared out of qualifications

data for the United Kingdom; summer-born children appear to be

strongly disadvantaged. Whilst those responsible for working on these

data have, through mounting concern, periodically tried to bring public

attention to this very serious issue, it has been neglected by agencies

central to education and training policy. Following a flurry of press

interest during 2007 and 2008, it has – justifiably – become a key part of

the recommendations which may flow from the Rose Enquiry of the

primary curriculum.

Researchers at Cambridge Assessment have had a long interest in the

birthdate effect because it is so readily observable in the assessment data

that they have worked with (Bell and Daniels, 1990; Massey, Elliott and

Ross, 1996; Bell, Massey and Dexter, 1997; Alton and Massey, 1998). More

recently, Cambridge Assessment decided to review the issue with the

intention to advance the understanding of the extent and causes of the

birthdate effect in the English education system (Sykes, Bell and Vidal

Rodeiro, 2009). A number of hypotheses have been advanced for its cause

– clarity in understanding this fully is a vital part of determining possible

remedies. Although the review focuses on understanding the birthdate

effect in England, it uses international comparisons as one means of

throwing light on key factors.

This article outlines the findings of the review.There is robust evidence

from around the world that, on average, the youngest children in their

year group at school perform at a lower level than their older classmates

(the ‘birthdate effect’). This is a general effect found across large groups of

pupils. In the UK, where the school year starts on September 1st, the

disadvantage is greatest for children born during the summer months

(June, July, August). Individual summer-born pupils may be progressing

well, but the strength of the effect for the group as a whole is an issue of

very significant concern. Since the effect of being the youngest in the year

group holds in other countries where the school year begins at other times

in the calendar year, medical/seasonality hypotheses regarding pre-natal


